Drill for arms before cutting the part,

- I used a Wonder Wheel to make the grooves on the cupcake base.

Tapper evenly down with belt sander

Cut Centers First
- Cut One Side of Arm Section
- Leave the Lower Section Flat
- Drill 3/16” Hole

I used a wood-burner for the smile

Round Ends to fit 3/16” holes

Tapper evenly down with belt sander

Drill
- Cut at a 15° angle
- I Drilled at the same angle and kept the center cut-out to make the top for the lid and the bottom. Or you can cut those parts from a different piece of the same wood. Glue the bottom on then sand and add the grooves.

Muffin Icing or Base

- I used a Wonder Wheel to make the grooves on the cupcake base.

1 1/4” thick wood

Grain Direction
- Dark Shade of Wood
- White Pine, Aspen, or any White Wood
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